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Twisted Mass, Overlap and Creutz Fermions:Cut-o� E�ets at Tree-level of Perturbation Theory
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AbstratWe study uto� e�ets at tree-level of perturbation theory for maximallytwisted mass Wilson, overlap and the reently proposed Creutz fermions.We demonstrate that all three kinds of lattie fermions exhibit the expetedO(a2) saling behaviour in the lattie spaing. In addition, the sizes ofthese uto� e�ets are omparable for the three kinds of lattie fermionsonsidered here. Furthermore, we analyze situations when twisted massfermions are not exatly at maximal twist and when overlap fermions arestudied in omparison to twisted mass fermions when the quark masses arenot mathed.
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1 IntrodutionThis paper is an investigation of the saling behaviour towards the ontinuumlimit for di�erent kinds of lattie fermions at tree-level of perturbation theory. Ina previous onferene ontribution [1℄ we had only disussed the ase of Wilsontwisted mass fermions [2, 3℄. See ref. [4℄ for a review on twisted mass lattieQCD. Here we add overlap fermions [5℄. See ref. [6℄ for a review on hirallysymmetri lattie ations and related topis. During the ompletion of this papera new kind of lattie fermion appeared in the literature, the so-alled Creutzfermions [7℄ and we deided to investigate also these lattie fermions, as well asthe fermions de�ned by a related ation suggested by Borii [8℄. We will in thefollowing generially refer to Creutz fermions having in mind both Creutz andBorii formulations.All of these three kinds of lattie fermions are expeted to show an O(a2) sal-ing behaviour in the lattie spaing. While for overlap fermions this is ahievedby an exat lattie hiral symmetry, for twisted mass fermions this is ahieved bya residual Nf = 2 �avoured ontinuum hiral symmetry whih needs, however,a tuning of the (untwisted) PCAC quark mass to zero. Creutz fermions exhibitan exat Nf = 2 �avoured ontinuum hiral symmetry, but they break however anumber of disrete symmetries suh as parity, harge onjugation and time re�e-tion [9℄. This ould lead to a plethora of terms in the Symanzik e�etive ation,whih would make approahing the ontinuum limit a rather di�ult task.Wilson twisted mass fermions are desribed by an ultra-loal ation with onlynearest neighbour interations. Hene, they are omparably heap to simulate.Their major drawbak is the expliit O(a2) isospin-breaking. Overlap fermionshave the great advantage of an exat lattie hiral symmetry [10℄. However,while still loal in the �eld theoretial sense [11℄, they ouple eah lattie pointwith all others and are an order of magnitude more expensive to simulate thantwisted mass fermions. Finally, Creutz fermions [7℄ are also desribed by anultra-loal ation, again with only nearest neighbour interations. As has beenshown reently, they break however a number of disrete symmetries and isospinsymmetry [9℄.Twisted mass and Creutz fermions are de�ned for Nf = 2 �avours of quarks.These two quark �avours an either be taken as mass degenerate, or, some expliit�avour breaking term has to be added. In ontrast, overlap fermions an be usedfor a single quark �avour.The fous in this paper is to study the saling behaviour with the lattiespaing. In partiular, we are interested in the relative size of the uto� e�etsomparing maximally twisted mass, overlap and Creutz lattie fermions.In partiular, we will onsider the saling behaviour of the meson orrelationfuntion the pseudosalar mass and deay onstant as well as the nuleon mass.It is important to remark here that, at tree-level of perturbation theory there is,of ourse, nothing like a real meson or baryon. However, sine we use the same1



interpolating �elds as in full QCD, we will take the freedom to use the notationof mesons and baryons throughout this letter.We will also address the question of the size of uto� e�ets when twisted massfermions are not exatly tuned to maximal twist. In addition, we investigateratios of mesoni quantities built from twisted and overlap fermions when thequark masses are unmathed.While atual pratial alulations with overlap and twisted mass fermionsare already rather advaned, the formulation of hiral invariant fermions followingCreutz is still very new.In [1℄ we gave a �rst aount of the size of ut-o� e�ets at tree-level ofperturbation theory for twisted mass fermions. Here we extend the tehniquesdesribed in [1℄, following [12℄, to the ase of overlap and Creutz fermions. Amore detailed aount of our earlier alulations and a pedagogial introdutionto the tehniques we have used, an be found in [13℄.2 Lattie propagatorsIn this setion we provide the momentum spae propagators for the di�erentkinds of lattie fermions we have onsidered. They are the building bloks for theomputation of the meson and nuleon orrelation funtions from whih in turnthe masses and deay onstants are extrated. To �x the notation our setup is ahyperubi lattie of size L3 � T with spaing a.Wilson twisted mass fermionsThe expression for the Wilson twisted mass (Wtm) fermion propagator in thetwisted basis, at tree-level of perturbation theory (PT) and in momentum spaean be derived from the Wtm operator given for example in ref. [4℄, and it isgiven by eSWtm(p) = �i�p��1f +M(p)11f � i�q 5�3P� �p2� +M(p)2 + �2q ; (1)where �p� = 1a sin(ap�); p̂� = 2a sin(ap�2 ); M(p) = m0 + a2 X� p̂2�; (2)and where 1 and 1f are the identity matries in Dira and �avour spae. Thestruture in olour spae has not been written sine it is just an identity matrixat tree level of PT. The parameters m0 and �q represent the untwisted andtwisted quark masses, respetively. Maximal twist �in the ase of tree-level of2



perturbation theory� is ahieved by setting m0 = 0. We then expet to have onlyO(a2) lattie spaing e�ets in physial orrelation funtions [3℄.Overlap fermionsThe expression for the overlap propagator in momentum spae at tree-level ofperturbation theory an be derived from the expression of the overlap operatorgiven for example in ref. [10℄, and it is~Sov(p) = �i(1� ma2 )F (p)�1=2�p�� +M(p)1(1� ma2 )2F (p)�1P��p2� +M(p)2 (3)where: F (p) = 1 + a42 X�<� p̂2�p̂2� (4)M(p) = 1a 1 + ma2 � �1� ma2 �F (p)�1=2�1� a22 X� p̂2��! (5)and 1 is the identity matrix in Dira spae. Note that in the ase of overlapfermions we only disuss one �avour. Due to the existene of an exat lattiehiral symmetry, we again expet an O(a2) saling behaviour towards the ontin-uum limit, if the orrelation funtions are omputed with the proper improvedoperators (see for example ref. [14℄).Creutz fermionsThe Creutz-Dira operator an be found in di�erent forms in ref. [7, 8, 9℄. We haveresaled the Creutz-Dira operator with a fator R that we leave unspei�ed forthe moment. As will be disussed below and in the appendix, this normalizationfator R is needed to obtain at tree-level the orret ontinuum limit for theorrelation funtions we have studied. In the appendix we de�ne all the relevantfuntions and we show that the Creutz operator an be brought to the formDC(p) = iX� �p� �� � i a2X� p̂2� ��� +m0 1; (6)where �� and ��� are linear ombinations of gamma matries de�ned in the ap-pendix. We reall that Creutz fermions, as expliitly shown in the appendix,depend in general on two paramenters R and C. From our �nal expression of theCreutz operator (6), we an obtain the quark propagator for Creutz fermions. Inthe ontinuum limit, the quark propagator an be written aseSontC (p) = �i P� p� �� +m0 1P�P� p�p� �a���a�� +P�6=�P� p�p� �a���a�� +m20 (7)3



whih is not the ontinuum Dira propagator unless the values of C and R,whose dependene is hidden in the matries �a and ��, are hosen properly.From equation (7) it is also lear that in order to obtain the orret ontinuumlimit of the quark propagator, we have to impose that � = �aT is again a gammamatrix, whih is equivalent to say that the following relation holds truef(�aT)�; (�aT)�g =X�;� �a�� �a�� f�; �g = 2 X� �a�� �a�� = 2 Æ�� : (8)Taking into aount the form of the matrix �a de�ned in the appendix, � is agamma matrix if and only if the following two onditions holdX� �a�� �a�� = 0 for � 6= � ) 3SC = �1) C = 3p10 (9)X� �a�� �a�� = 1 for � = � ) R2 = 3 + (3SC )2: (10)Therefore, from this disussion, it an be onluded that the right ontinuumlimit of the quark propagator an be obtained only when C = 3=p10 and R = 2.However, motivated by the �rst version of [7℄, we have deided to studyas well the ase C = 3=p14. In this ase we know that � is not a gammamatrix, sine the ondition given by equation (9) does not hold. R an be stilldetermined and must be R = 2p2 in order to satisfy equation (10). As expeted,the analytial expression obtained for the quark propagator in this ase does notorrespond to the ontinuum one.But, as it will be shown in the next setions where we present our results,the ontinuum limits for the pseudosalar orrelation funtion, mass and deayonstant turn out to be the orret ones for the two values of C studied here.There are two reasons to explain this behaviour. On one hand, in the or-relation funtion only the ontribution from the pole survives in the sum overthe momenta. This implies that all the possible rossed terms of the momen-tum whih appear in the quark propagator, whose origin is the non-realization ofequation (9), are anelled. Moreover the properly hosen value of R normalizesthe quark propagator in order to obtain the 'would-be' orret ontinuum limitin absene of rossed terms.Borii fermionsThe ation suggested by Borii [8℄ is a slight modi�ation of the Creutz-Dira4



operator and reads DB(p) =X� i��p� � ia2X� ��p̂2� +m0 1; (11)where �� are linear ombinations of gamma matries de�ned in the appendix.The orresponding propagator an be written aseSB(p) = �iP�G�(ap)� +m0 1P�G�(ap)2 +m20 ; (12)where the funtions G�(ap), de�ned in the appendix, are trigonometri funtionsof their argument.3 Correlation funtionsIn this setion we give the expressions for the pseudosalar and proton orre-lation funtions at tree-level of perturbation theory. While we evaluated thepseudosalar orrelation funtion for all lattie fermions onsidered in this work,we use the proton orrelation funtion only to demonstrate how the O(a) im-provement works when the Wilson average or equivalently the mass average isperformed in ase standard Wilson fermions are onsidered.The interpolating �elds desribing the harged pions, �+ and �� areP�(x) � P1(x)� iP2(x) (13)where Pa(x) = � (x)5 �a2  (x), with a = 1; 2; 3, is the pseudosalar density and�a are the standard Pauli matries. The omputation for Wilson twisted mass isperformed in the twisted basis, where the form of the loal operator (13) staysunhanged [2℄.The quark propagator an be deomposed in terms of the gamma matries as~S(p) = SU(p)1+X� S�(p)� (14)in the ase of overlap and Creutz fermions, while for twisted mass fermions anadditional term proportional to 5 is present~S(p) = SU(p)1 +X� S�(p)� + S5(p)5: (15)With suh a deomposition, the pseudosalar orrelation funtion an be writtenas1 C(t) = NNdL3T 2 Xp4 Xp04 X~p X� ei(p4�p04)tS�(~p; p4)S��(~p; p04); (16)1The Wtm propagator has also a �avour struture. For the pseudosalar orrelation funtiononly a single �avour omponent is needed. 5



with � = U; 1; 2; 3; 4 or � = U; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5 depending on the kind of fermionthat is being onsidered. N is the number of olours and Nd is the number ofDira omponents. T = aN4 and N4 is the number of lattie points in the timediretion. The expression in eq. (16) an be evaluated as it stands, or, a time-momentum representation of the quark propagator an be obtained for a lattiewith in�nite time extension, by performing the integration over p4 analytially,see [13℄ for a disussion in ase of twisted mass fermions. We have mostly usedthe representation of eq. (16), but heked for twisted mass fermions the resultsalso in the time-momentum representation. In the appendix we give the expliitexpression for the Wilson twisted mass quark propagator in the time-momentumrepresentation for a lattie with in�nite time extent.The loal interpolating �eld desribing the proton is given by2P�(x) � �p2�ab� �dTa (x)C�15ub(x)� u�;(x): (17)The expression for the time dependene of the proton orrelation funtion forstandard Wilson fermions is thenCP �P(t) = NNdL6 X~p X~q nLU(~p; ~q; t) + L4(~p; ~q; t)o; (18)with the de�nitionsLU(~p; ~q; t) � SU(�(~p + ~q); t)n(Nd + 1)SU(~p; t)SU(~q; t)++ (Nd + 3) 4X�=1 S�(~p; t)S�(~q; t)o (19)L�(~p; ~q; t) � S�(�(~p+ ~q); t)n(Nd + 3)SU(~p; t)SU(~q; t)++ (Nd + 1) 4X�=1 S�(~p; t)S�(~q; t)o: (20)SU and S� are the omponents of the quark propagator for standard Wilsonfermions, whih an be obtained from the expression of the quark propagator forWilson twisted mass fermions, given in the appendix in eq. (24), just by setting�q = 0. These results have been ross-heked with a standard inverter on a oldgauge on�guration.2The Greek (Latin) letters denote Dira (olour) omponents and u, d denote the �avourontent. C is the harge onjugation matrix and [ ℄ denotes spin trae.
6



4 Saling tests on orrelation funtions, massesand deay onstantsIn this setion we give some results from a saling analysis in the lattie spaing.At tree-level a dimensionless quantity an be only a funtion of mL; a=L and am,where m here indiates generially the quark mass. To perform the ontinuumlimit one an �x mL to a ertain value and the remaining dependene of thedimensionless quantity will be then in a=L. The ontinuum limit is then obtainedsending N = L=a to in�nity. In the following we will set a = 1 and the 1=Nand 1=N2 dependene of the dimensionless quantities under investigation willorrespond to O(a) and O(a2) saling violations. We remind that if not in�nitythe time extent T will be always set to be proportianal to L.In partiular, we onsider the orrelation funtion C at a �xed physial timet=N , the pseudosalar deay onstant fPS and the pseudosalar and proton massesM . This leads us to onsider the dimensionless quantities N3C(t=N), NM andNfPS.We will start our disussion with an expliit demonstration of O(a) improve-ment for standard Wilson fermions from the Wilson and mass averaging proe-dures. We then turn over to the omparison of the size of saling violations fromall three lattie fermions onsidered here. In partiular, we will ompare themeson orrelation funtion as well as the orresponding meson mass and mesondeay onstant.4.1 Wilson average and mass average for standard WilsonfermionsIn Ref. [3℄ it has been demonstrated that when averaging physial observablesomputed with standard Wilson ations, i.e. setting �q = 0 in eq. (1), havingopposite signs of the quark mass m0 (MA) or opposite signs of the Wilson pa-rameter r (WA), these quantities are O(a) improved3. Sine WA and MA attree-level are equivalent, we will in the following only disuss the MA. As thephysial observable we onsider the proton mass as it an be obtained as thee�etive mass from the orrelation funtion in eq. (18) using timeslies at t = 4Nand t = 4N + 1. For the omputation we �x jNm0j = 0:8. In the left graph of�g. 1 the behaviour of the proton mass NMP as a funtion of 1N is given whentwo standard Wilson regularizations, di�ering only in the sign of the quark mass,are used.The behaviour of the proton mass in �g. 1 is linear in 1=N showing theexpeted O(a) saling violations of standard Wilson fermions. The proton massreahes, in both ases, its ontinuum value of NMP = 3jNm0j, as expeted in3The MA is atually done taking into aount the hirality of the orrelation funtion underinvestigation [3℄. This is pratially irrelevant for our study.7



the absene of interation. However, the slopes with whih the ontinuum valueis reahed i.e. the oe�ients of the O(a) uto� e�ets di�er in sign. The rightgraph of �g. 1 shows the ontinuum approah of the proton mass when the protonmass is averaged over positive and negative values of the quark mass Nm0. Inthis ase, the proton mass is plotted against 1=N2 and the linearity in 1=N2 nielyshows the O(a)-improvement when the MA is applied.In order to be more quantitative, we have used the following �tting funtionsto desribe the analytially omputed values of the proton mass:y1 = a0 + a1 1N + a2 1N2 ; y2 = b0 + b1 1N2 + b2 1N4 : (21)Here y1 (y2) is the physial observable under onsideration and its value in theontinuum limit is given by the oe�ient a0 (b0). We use two funtional forms,the �rst formula of equation (21) for a leading 1N behaviour (standard Wilsonfermions) and the seond formula for O(a)-improved quantities.The two lines in the left graph of �g. 1 originate from a �t to equation (21) andorrespond to the proton mass obtained from the same Wilson ations di�eringonly in the sign of the quark mass. From the plot it is lear that in both asesthe value of the proton mass in the ontinuum limit is the same and the expetedone at tree-level of PT.From the �t, the orresponding oe�ients a1 turn out to be the same inmagnitude but have opposite signs for positive and negative quark masses. Thus,performing the (MA), it is to be expeted that the O(a) e�ets anel and thesaling behaviour hanges from a 1N to a 1N2 behaviour. This an indeed be seenin the right graph of �g. 1. Inspeting the �t oe�ients a2 and b1, we �nda2 � b1 � 0:5. Therefore, the magnitude of the leading order uto� e�ets doesnot only hange from an O(a) to an O(a2) behaviour but also the O(a2) e�ets donot inrease when performing the Wilson average with respet to the standardase.One interesting observation is the mass dependene of the oe�ients a1 andb1 of eqs. (21) for the pion and proton masses. We observe that in the ase ofstandard Wilson fermions, the oe�ient a1=a0, whih determines the relativesize of the O(a) uto� e�ets, vanishes in the hiral limit proportionally to Nm0.For Wtm fermions at maximal twist the oe�ient b1=b0, whih determines therelative size of the O(a2) uto� e�ets, vanishes in the hiral limit, proportionallyto (N�q)2.4.2 Comparing maximally twisted mass, overlap andCreutz fermionsOne interesting question is the relative size of uto� e�ets when omparing max-imally twisted mass, overlap and Creutz fermions. We have therefore performed8



Figure 1: In the left graph, the uto� e�ets and the ontinuum limit of the proton massobtained from two standardWilson ations di�ering only in the sign of the quark mass, jNm0j =0:8 are shown. The latties are 4 � N � 20. The lines are �ts aording to eq. (21). In theright graph, the average of the proton masses obtained from the same two standard Wilsonregularizations with quark masses Nm0 = �0:8 (MA) has been alulated. The solid linerepresents a �t to eq. (21).NMps a b MTM 1 �0.0104167 0.000292154OVERLAP 1 0.0208333 0.000783943BORICI 1 �0.0494786 0.00558893CREUTZ - p10 1 �0.00781168 �0.010171CREUTZ - p14 1 �0.0488288 0.00287405Table 1: Table of �t oe�ients for the pseudo salar mass using NMPS = a+ b 1N2 +  1N4 .a saling analysis for the orrelation funtions themselves at a �xed physial dis-tane, the pseudosalar mass and the pseudosalar deay onstant. Sine all thequantities under investigation are O(a)-improved, we show them all as a funtionof 1=N2.Let us start with the pseudosalar mass in �g. 2. As expeted, we indeed �nda nie linear behaviour of the mass as a funtion of 1=N2. However, we observethat the di�erent kind of lattie fermions we have studied show quite distintlattie artefats at O(a2). This an also be seen in �g. 3, where we exhibit thedependene of the orrelation funtion and the pseudosalar deay onstant as afuntion of 1=N2.In order to see the uto� e�ets in a quantitative way, the oe�ients of the �tand the orresponding �t funtion for the three lattie quantities here onsidered,obtained from the di�erent regularizations are presented in Table 1, Table 2 andTable 3, respetively.From the results obtained here, no lear piture of a partiularly good or badfermion disretization emerges. While we �nd that indeed all three kind of lattie9



Figure 2: The uto� e�ets and the ontinuum limit of the pseudo salar mass is shown. Weompare overlap, maximally twisted mass and Creutz fermions at �xed quark mass, Nm = 0:5,N�q = 0:5 and Nm0 = 0:5, respetively. The latties are 4 � N � 64.

Figure 3: In the left graph, the uto� e�ets and the ontinuum limit of the pseudo salar or-relation funtion is shown. We ompare overlap, maximally twisted mass and Creutz fermionsat �xed quark mass, Nm = 0:5, N�q = 0:5 and Nm0 = 0:5, respetively. The latties are4 � N � 64. In the right graph, the pseudo salar deay onstants obtained from the samelattie fermions as in the left graph are shown.NfPS a b MTM 3.4641 0.0541266 �0.000815548OVERLAP 3.4641 0.108253 0.00554908BORICI 3.4641 �0.0676637 �0.00486739CREUTZ - p10 3.4641 0.293217 �0.0770494CREUTZ - p14 3.4641 �0.00790885 �0.0367598Table 2: Table of �t oe�ients for the pseudo salar deay onstant using NfPS = a+ b 1N2 + 1N4 . 10



N3C(t=N = 4) a b MTM 0.109894 0.00457891 �3.33302 � 10�5OVERLAP 0.109894 0.0045789 0.000181822BORICI 0.109894 0.00114427 �0.00135812CREUTZ - p10 0.109894 0.0194625 �0.00286602CREUTZ - p14 0.109894 0.00486428 �0.002942Table 3: Table of �t oe�ient for the pseudo salar orrelation funtion using N3C =a+ b 1N2 +  1N4 .fermions show the expeted O(a)-improvement, the (relative) size of the O(a2)e�ets depends pretty muh on the observable onsidered. If at all, one ould saythat maximally twisted mass fermions show uniformly small O(a2) uto� e�ets.On the other hand, it is somewhat amazing that Creutz fermions whih breaka number of important disrete symmetries do not su�er from very large O(a2)uto� e�ets. From our saling analysis it is not possible to exlude a ertaintype of lattie fermion. Only saling tests for the interating theory will revealthe size of atual saling violations of the observable onsidered.5 E�ets from non-optimal tuningThis setion is devoted to the question of e�ets when tuning is performed non-optimally. In partiular, we study the uto� e�ets when there is an O(a) errorin tuning to maximal twist. As a seond example, we onsider the ase when thequark masses of two lattie fermion formulations are not exatly mathed. Thisase is relevant for so-alled mixed ation simulations.5.1 Out of maximal twistHere we want to study a situation when we allow an O(a) error in setting theuntwisted quark mass to zero. In order to realize this situation at tree-level ofperturbation theory we `fore' these e�ets by simply �xing the twisted mass tobe the physial quark mass and the untwisted mass is set to be proportional to1N , as N�q = � and Nm0 = �N v O(a) where � is kept �xed and � is a measureparametrizing the amount of violation of the maximal twist setup. The twistangle ! and the bare polar mass M an be obtained as a funtion of � and � as! = �2 � ���� 1N +O( 1N2 ); NM = �h1 + 12����2 1N2 +O( 1N4 )i: (22)Therefore, even if the ondition of maximal twist an only be obtained up to O(a)uto� e�ets, whih is generally the ase in pratial numerial simulations, the11



Figure 4: Left graph: Behaviour of the pion mass as a funtion of 1N2 , for latties with size4 � N � 64. The twisted quark mass is set to N�q = 1:0 and the untwisted quark mass is zeroup to O(a) uto� e�ets i.e. Nm0 = �N with � = 0:0; 1:0; 2:0; 10:0. Right graph: a zoom of thegraph on the left with an additional �t for the analytial data orresponding to � = 10:0 whihonsiders only large latties 40 � N � 64.observables, whih are only funtions of the polar mass, are still automatiallyO(a) improved.Moreover, equation (22) also shows how the size of the leading disretizatione�ets depends on the ratio between the untwisted and twisted quark masses.This ratio in turn determines the value of the lattie spaing at whih theasymptoti 1N2 saling sets in. Only when this ratio is small enough and henethe lattie does not need to be hosen too large a reliable ontinuum limit usingreasonably sized latties an be performed. The left graph of �g. 4 demonstratesthat the asymptoti saling sets in for latties with 4 � N � 64 when 0 . �� . 2.However, for �� & 10 the ontinuum limit is not reliable anymore if N is hosento be too small. This an be seen in the right graph of �g. 4. Using only smallvalues of N leads to an inonsistent ontinuum limit value. Therefore, largerlatties are needed in order to obtain the orret ontinuum behaviour as an bealso seen in the right graph of �g. 4. Here we have added a �t of the data for avalue of � = 10:0 taking only large latties into aount, i.e. using only values ofN � 40. In this ase, indeed the right ontinuum value is obtained. Of ourse,for pratial simulations, using only latties with N � 40 appears to be ratherunrealisti so to hose a orret ratio �� beomes important.5.2 Unmathed quark massesIn this setion we want to study the ontinuum limit and the size of the uto�e�ets of lattie quantities onstruted from ratios of physial observables om-puted on the lattie from two di�erent regularizations i.e. here Wilson twistedmass fermions at maximal twist and overlap fermions. In partiular, we want tostudy the situation when both quark masses are not exatly �xed to the same12



Figure 5: The uto� e�ets and ontinuum limit of the ratio of the pseudosalar massomputed for maximally twisted mass and overlap fermions. In both graphs N�q = 0:5,Nm = 0:5�0:4=N2 and t=N = 4. The left graph shows the full range of lattie sizes onsideredwhile the right graph represents a zoom.value but di�er up to O(a2) e�ets.The reason for studying suh setup is that in real simulations using a mixedbut O(a)-improved ation both masses an be �xed to the same value only up toO(a2)e�ets. In order to realize non-mathed quark masses, we �x the twistedquark mass exatly at N�q = 0:5 and allow for an O(a2) error in setting theoverlap quark mass, Nm = 0:5� v=N2: (23)We will vary the parameter v from v = 0 to v = 4:0.Similar to the ase of twisted mass at a non-optimally tuned value of thebare quark mass, the leading O(a2) uto� e�ets an beome very large when thequark masses are substantially mis-mathed. This might even indue the dangerof not ahieving the right ontinuum limit when only too small lattie sizes areused.This is exempli�ed in �g. 5. In the left graph we show the saling behaviourin 1=N2 for various values of the parameter v for the full range of the lattiesizes. If v is small, we observe 1=N2 saling violations. Only in the ase v = 4, dothe 1=N4 orretions beome relevant. More quantitatively a linear �t in 1=N2inluding all the data points starting fron N = 4 is reliable for v . 1. While forv ' 4 we an inlude, in a linear �t in 1=N2, only the data points starting fromN = 12.Fig. 5 demonstrates that not only the slope of the ratio of pseudosalar massesversus 1=N2 inreases as we make the value of v larger, but also that the O(a4)e�ets beome signi�ant as an be seen from the urvature in the plot for v = 4.Moreover, for v = 4, the ontinuum limit �t is not reliable anymore if too small13



latties are onsidered, whih an be seen in the right graph of �g. 5. Thus, ifthe mathing is not performed with a good enough preision, large latties haveto be used to avoid higher order uto� e�ets and perform a reliable ontinuumlimit.6 ConlusionsIn this paper we have performed a saling test in the lattie spaing towards theontinuum limit for three kinds of lattie fermions. Our setup has been tree-levelof pertubation theory. The lattie fermions onsidered here were Wilson twistedmass, overlap and Creutz and Borii fermions. We looked at the pseudosalarorrelation funtion at a �xed time and the orresponding pseudosalar mass anddeay onstant.As a �rst step, we have veri�ed automati O(a) improvement for Wilsontwisted mass fermions and showed, with the example of the proton mass, themehanisms of mass average.The relative omparison of all three kinds of lattie fermions we have onsid-ered did not result in a lear piture in the sense that one lattie fermion showsonsistently smaller or bigger O(a2) lattie artefats than the other. Rather wefound that the sizes of O(a2) lattie artefats depend on the observable onsid-ered with perhaps the exeption of maximally twisted mass fermions whih showsa rather uniform behaviour with small O(a2) e�ets. Therefore, we expet thatalso in pratial simulations the O(a2) lattie artefats an turn out to be quitedi�erent depending on the physial observable onsidered.Finally, we studied the situation when parameters are tuned non-optimally.We onsidered twisted mass fermions when an O(a) error was allowed in thetuning to maximal twist. In addition, we looked at ratios of physial quantitiesbuilt from overlap and twisted mass fermions. In this ase we allowed an O(a2)error in the mathing of the quark masses. Our onlusion of these studies is thatwhen the orresponding O(a2) error is too large, the ontinuum limit beomesnot reliable if the lattie spaing is not small enough.AknowledgementsWe thank M. Brinet, V. Drah and C. Urbah for numerial heks of the Wilsontwisted mass results presented here. We thank Dru Renner for areful reading ofthis paper and useful omments. A.S. thanks Chris Mihael for disussions aboutCreutz fermions. A.S. aknowledges, for providing hospitality, DESY-Zeuthenwhere a big part of this work has been done. J.G.L. thanks M. Müller-Preusskerfor disussions. This work has been supported in part by the DFG Sonderfor-shungsbereih/Transregio SFB/TR9-03.14



AppendixIn this appendix we summarize some of the formulæ and de�nitions whih havebeen used in this work.Wilson twisted mass fermionsFor Wilson twisted mass fermions we give the analyti expression for the time-momentum representation of the quark propagator on a lattie with in�nite timeextent. Details of the omputations an be found in ref. [13℄.The propagator reads4,S�~p; t� = 12 E1nsgn(t) sinhE141f � iaK(~p)1f + �(1� oshE1) + aM(~p)�11f� ia�q5 � 3oe�E1j ta j + Æ ta ;0 12 (1 + aM(~p))11f (24)with5 M(~p) = m0 + a2 3Xi=1 p̂2i K(~p) = 3Xi=1 i�pi; (25)oshE1 = 1 + a2K2(~p) + a2M2(~p) + a2�2q2 (1 + aM(~p)) ; (26)E1 � j1 + aM(~p)j sinhE1: (27)Creutz fermionsOur starting point for the analysis of the Creutz ation is the operator givenby DC(p) = iX� ��s�(ap) + ��(ap)� � +m0 1 (28)where 1 is the identity matrix in Dira spae and the momentum has alreadybeen reexpressed in terms of the pole asq� = ~q + p�: (29)4This expresion is valid for all the possible values of the disrete Eulidean time t, even ifit is negative or zero. This generalization has been done by using the properties of the Fouriertransform under hange of sign of the argument.5sgn(t) is the sign of t, and we have denoted sgn(0) � 0. It is just a onvention in order togive one general expression for the propagator for all possible values of t.15



Starting from a reiproal lattie labelled here by q� the poles of the Creutz-Diraoperator are loalized at (~q; ~q; ~q; ~q) and (�~q;�~q;�~q;�~q), where ~q is related to theparameter C by the equation C = os(~q). In the following, we onsider only theformer pole. In addition, we also de�ne the parameter S = sin(~q).The relevant trigonometri funtions for Creutz fermions are de�ned by�sk(ap) = 1Rsk(ap) ; �s4(ap) = 3SRCs4(ap) (30)�k(ap) = SRC k(ap) ; �4(ap) = 3R4(ap) (31)with the funtions s and  given bys1(ap) = [�p1 +�p2 ��p3 ��p4℄ (32)s2(ap) = [�p1 ��p2 ��p3 +�p4℄ (33)s3(ap) = [�p1 ��p2 +�p3 ��p4℄ (34)s4(ap) = [��p1 ��p2 ��p3 ��p4℄ (35)1(ap) = �a2 �p̂21 + p̂22 � p̂23 � p̂24� (36)2(ap) = �a2 �p̂21 � p̂22 � p̂23 + p̂24� (37)3(ap) = �a2 �p̂21 � p̂22 + p̂23 � p̂24� (38)4(ap) = �a2 �p̂21 + p̂22 + p̂23 + p̂24� : (39)With the expression of eq. (28) we obtain the orresponding propagator withstandard manipulations aseSC(p) = �i P� ��s�(ap) + ��(ap)� � +m0 1P� ��s�(ap) + ��(ap)�2 +m20 : (40)In order to understand the ontinuum limit of the Creutz-Dira operator and therole of the fator R, we will use in the following the notation of Borii in [8℄, witha salar produt (; x) �P� �x�.We thus write eq. (28) asDC(p) = i (; �a~s(ap) + �b~(ap)) +m0 1 = i (�aT ; ~s(ap) + �a�1 �b~(ap)) +m0 1 (41)where ~s(ap) = 1a (�p1;�p2;�p3;�p4)T ~(ap) = �a2 �p̂21; p̂22; p̂23; p̂24�T (42)and the matries �a and �b�a = 1R 0BB� 1 1 �1 �11 �1 �1 11 �1 1 �1�3SC �3SC �3SC �3SC 1CCA16



�b = 1R SC 0BB� 1 1 �1 �11 �1 �1 11 �1 1 �13CS 3CS 3CS 3CS 1CCA :As a next step, we de�ne�� � �a�1 �b ; � � �aT ; �� � ��� = ���aT (43)from whih we obtain the �nal form of the Creutz-Dira operatorDC(p) = iX� �p� �� � ia2X� p̂2���� +m0 1: (44)This is the expression given in eq. (6).Borii fermionsHere we give the de�nitions we have used for Borii fermions. The � matriesmultiplying the Wilson term are de�ned by�� =X� ����; (45)with the de�nition � = 120BB� 1 �1 �1 �1�1 1 �1 �1�1 �1 1 �1�1 �1 �1 1 1CCA : (46)We inidentally note that P� � = �P� ��.The trigonometri funtions appearing in the Borii propagator are given byG1(ap) = �p1 � a4 �p̂21 + p̂22 � p̂23 � p̂24� (47)G2(ap) = �p2 � a4 ��p̂21 + p̂22 � p̂23 � p̂24� (48)G3(ap) = �p3 � a4 ��p̂21 � p̂22 + p̂23 � p̂24� (49)G4(ap) = �p4 � a4 ��p̂21 � p̂22 � p̂23 + p̂24� : (50)Referenes[1℄ K. Cihy et al., (2007), arXiv:0710.2036 [hep-lat℄.[2℄ ALPHA, R. Frezzotti et al., JHEP 08 (2001) 058, hep-lat/0101001.17
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